TRYING FOR THE TRIFECTA
T E L E H E A LT H M E E T S A I M E E T S C Y B E R S E C U R I T Y
By Thomas P. Keenan

T

he social disruption of the COVID19 pandemic has accelerated
two powerful trends in health
care—telemedicine (TM) and artificial
intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML).
Advocates of digital transformation let out
of collective “Yes!” as long-awaited changes
happened almost overnight in early 2020.
Then, the ants of cybersecurity came along
to spoil the picnic!
First, the good news.
• Suddenly, it became acceptable to
“see” your doctor electronically;
you could even send a picture of
that wart on your foot, though perhaps not that rash in your groin.1
Health insurers, including Medicare, that had frowned upon
telemedicine suddenly decided it
was a great idea.
• The success of countries like South
Korea in “stopping the virus in
its tracks”2 demonstrated that a
technology-based, data-driven
approach to a major health problem could actually work. It also
raised troubling issues of privacy as some countries enforced
quarantine with mandatory smartphone apps, license plate readers,
even tracking of people through
cell phone pings and credit card
transactions.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
MACHINE LEARNING

High hopes for AI in medicine go back
decades. In the 1980s I interviewed one
of the early adopters of PUFF, an expert
system for the diagnosis of lung disease.3
I asked this doctor if PUFF was any good.
“It’s a better diagnostician than I am,” he
laughed. The doctor further explained
that, when given a stack of patient files
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and chest X-rays, after about five or six
he’s getting tired, and after ten he’s “ready
to go the bar.” By contrast, the machine
treats each case with unbiased, fresh eyes,
giving consistent results. “It [PUFF] also
knows things I haven’t a clue about,” he
added. One of the many experts who
contributed knowledge to PUFF was a
tropical medicine specialist. This contribution enabled the system to spot a rare
lung problem caused by breathing bat
guano in Central American caves.
PUFF was an example of a rule-based
expert system. It sifted through carefully formatted symptoms and lab results,
then spewed out a result like “THE LOW
DIFFUSING CAPACITY, IN COMBINATION WITH OBSTRUCTION AND
A HIGH TOTAL LUNG CAPACITY IS
CONSISTENT WITH A DIAGNOSIS
OF EMPHYSEMA.”4 Impressive for its
time, but PUFF would feel like a dummy
(if programs could feel—a fascinating legal
question5) beside one of today’s $40 smart
speakers.
Expert systems like PUFF had their day,
but real progress in AI required two more
things: massive computing power and new
approaches.
We got the first, in 1997, when IBM’s
Deep Blue program stunned the world by
defeating human chess champion Garry
Kasparov. It used specialized hardware and
a brute force approach that could evaluate 200 million chess positions per second,
applying rules like working out the value of
having your king in a safe position.
Of even greater relevance is the 2011
victory of the same company’s Watson
over human Jeopardy! champs Brad Rutter and Ken Jennings. According to AI
expert Murray Campbell, that system
“used a machine-learning-based system
that took a lot of data that existed in the

world—things like Wikipedia and so on—
and used that data to learn how to answer
questions about the real world.”6
Today, we think nothing of saying, “Hey
Google, turn off all the lights” or “Alexa, tell
me a joke about rabbits,” confident that our
AI-enabled speakers will understand and
obey us. Because their knowledge base and
ML functionality reside in a remote computer, our virtual assistants will keep getting
smarter and better informed. Perhaps
Alexa will have a joke about “one-legged
rabbits” the next time I ask “her.”7
AI is already embedded in many aspects
of today’s medicine, including surgery.
According to trade publication Robotics Online, “AI can determine patterns
within surgical procedures to improve
best practices and to improve a surgical
robots’ control accuracy to submillimeter
precision.”8
How about chest X-rays? In the almost
forty years since PUFF premiered, have
we figured out how to automate that?
The answer is a qualified yes. In a study
published in 2019,9 Giovanni Montana
and colleagues used 470,388 adult chest
X-rays that had been analyzed by human
radiologists to train a neural network. They
then gave the system an independent set
of 15,887 X-rays to review. The program
called true positives “positive” seventythree percent of the time and identified true
negatives ninety-four percent of the time.
While that isn’t perfect, it could certainly
help to unclog the X-ray reading backlogs.
The authors conclude that “we have demonstrated the feasibility of AI for triaging
chest radiographs.”10
One of the problems with AI in medicine is that it can be too observant, finding
patterns that are not clinically meaningful. Speaking to Science, neurosurgeon Eric
Oermann noted that many of his hospital’s
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sickest patients had their X-rays done with
portable machines. The hospital’s AI algorithm started to incorrectly associate the
mere use of a portable unit with greater
illness.11
No technology is perfect. Even Amazon’s Alexa, which has been trained on
billions of interactions with millions of
voices, can spew out some honkers. In a
YouTube video, an innocent toddler asks
Alexa to “Play Twinkle Twinkle.” The system hears this as “pussyanaldildo” and
begins to reply to that query, to the horrified shouts of the adults in the room.12
Perhaps it was no accident. Alexa uses
past interactions and machine learning
to tailor her responses to individual user
preferences. One commentator on that
video made this terse observation—“Dad’s
browser history!”
TELEHEALTH AND
TELEMEDICINE

Canada, where I live, has a long history
of using communications technology
for healthcare delivery. This is largely
driven by geography, given the size of
the country. It makes little economic
sense to fly a patient 1,000 km each way
from Churchill to Winnipeg, Manitoba,
to have a toenail fungus checked. Also,
Canada’s single-payer healthcare system
makes the decision to use technology much simpler than in a world with
HMOs and insurance companies and
private and public providers.
In our most populous province, the
Ontario Telemedicine Network (OTN,
now part of Ontario Health) reported
over 1,000,000 eVisits in 2018–19, serving almost 300,000 patients.13 In some
cases, the link was from a local healthcare
facility, often with a nurse alongside the
patient. Other eVisits were done from the
patient’s home computer or smartphone.
OTN even tested a Virtual Palliative Care
program that served 118 patients and garnered an eighty-seven percent positive
approval rating from them.14
There are some fascinating consequences of telemedicine. One is the
generation of precise information about
healthcare delivery. There are jurisdictions
in Canada (e.g., Alberta) where doctors
are paid more for “complex” patient consultations. This is typically determined
12
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by the appointment lasting over fifteen
minutes. There was some suggestion that
doctors were being sloppy in tracking this,
or even trying to “game” the system. With
telemedicine, data are collected automatically and accurately.
TM can also make services available to
a wider population than traditional delivery models. In the U.S., Congresswoman
Robin Kelly (D-Illinois) has introduced
a bill in the House of Representatives to
study the effects on the sudden move to
doctors at a distance. She believes that
technology can act as an “equalizer” in
healthcare delivery.15
It can also be a great compromiser of
personal privacy.
When COVID-19 struck, Zoom rapidly became the most popular of the
videoconference platforms and was
adopted by schools, businesses, and, of
course, healthcare providers. Part of its
appeal was simplicity. You could just send
someone a link and they were in your
video meeting. You didn’t even need to
bother with a pesky password.
This quickly led to “Zoombombing,”
where uninvited guests dropped into
video sessions, disrupting them with
their comments or, often, their nudity. In
addition, Zoom’s naming convention for
stored recordings was easy to guess. The
Washington Post reported “Thousands of
Zoom Video Calls Left Exposed on Open
Web,” and said these included therapy sessions, conversations with children, even
an explicit demonstration of how to do a
Brazilian wax job.16
Simon Woodside, co-founder of MedStack, has advised healthcare providers
against using Zoom for patient visits.17
He says the company misstated its use of
encryption and “has broken trust.” He also
points to a Citizen Lab report18 showing
information was routed through servers
in China—a potential threat to data sovereignty and user privacy.
HEALTH DATA: PRIVACY
AND POTENTIAL

Data are the fuel of AI and ML, including in healthcare, and we are generating
more data than ever, with dozens of sensors surrounding every hospital patient
and petabytes of self-generated data
from consumer medical devices. As just

one example, it is now possible to buy
a “medical-grade six lead EKG” from
Amazon for $149.19
Millions of people wear fitness trackers religiously, even to bed. This led to the
wonderful Gizmodo headline “Your Fuelband Knows When You’re Having Sex.”20
If you burn 100 calories in the middle of
the night while taking zero steps, it knows
what you’re doing. The only question is—
who is it going to tell?
Being ratted out by your wearable is
not just a hypothetical risk. According to
one news report, “a woman caught her
boyfriend cheating when his Fitbit activity spiked at 4 a.m.”21
While that data dump may not have
been in the boyfriend’s best interest, many
experts believe that collecting health data
on a mass scale, and analyzing it with AI/
ML, may produce the greatest boon medicine has ever seen. Projects like Columbia
University–based OHDSI (ohdsi.org) are
pioneering a big data approach to medical research.
A 2019 OHDSI-enabled paper published in The Lancet “used insurance claim
data and electronic health records from
4.9 million patients across nine observational databases, making it the most
comprehensive one ever on first-line
antihypertensives.”22 It also produced
a surprising result—“the most popular hypertension drug isn’t the most
effective.”23
AI can be problematic when it can’t
“explain” how it reached a conclusion.
This surfaced in Canada in a legal context when reporters from the Ottawa
Citizen discovered they could learn the
court-protected name of a sexual assault
victim by viewing “related searches” on
Google.24 Google officials responded that
they hadn’t deliberately violated the court’s
publication ban; however, it was certainly
possible that their algorithm, combined
with the pattern of user queries, made it
possible to see the protected names.
Google also had to pull back on the
planned release of more than 100,000
“de-identified” chest X-rays. The National
Institutes of Health, a partner in the project, notified Google that some of the
images contained personally identifiable information, such as the presence
of distinctive jewelry. According to the
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Washington Post, “Google’s lawyers
began raising concerns that possessing and reviewing sensitive health data
could create liabilities for the company.”25
Google bowed out of this project but continues to have a keen interest in healthcare
technology.
In the U.S. the HIPAA standard for
de-identification of protected health
information is that “there is no reasonable basis to believe that the information
can be used to identify an individual.”26 As
the “distinctive jewelry” example showed,
small artifacts can yield personal identity
information. An even greater risk is that
“de-identified” health data sets could be
subjected to a technique called “data jigsawing”—combining multiple databases
to deduce personal information. In a talk
at the DEFCON hacker conference, I
showed how Open Government systems
could be “tortured” to reveal information that was never intended to be made
public.27
Aside from the liability of data breach
class action suits, of which they are many,
healthcare organizations worry about the
increasing value of healthcare data on
the dark web. According to credit bureau
Experian, hackers will pay up to $1,000
for full medical records because they typically contain date of birth, place of birth,
credit card details, Social Security number,
address, and email addresses in addition
to diagnoses. In other words, they are an
identify thief ’s dream.28
Applications to help track the spread
of COVID-19 have raised vexing data
privacy issues. China used mandatory
red/yellow/green status QR codes on
smartphones to restrict movement, and
even deployed creepy talking drones to
patrol lockdowns. “Yes, Auntie, this is the
drone speaking to you. You shouldn’t walk
around without a mask.”29
Western countries generally provided
voluntary smartphone apps that could
track your contacts, as long as other people’s phones also had the app installed.
Even then, there was considerable variation in how different jurisdictions treated
privacy.
In Utah, the voluntary tracking app
recorded the GPS location of the user’s
smartphone. The Canadian province of
Alberta opted for a system that didn’t track

location. At last count, the ABTraceTogether app had over 200,000 downloads,
so many people see this as a civic duty.30
However, privacy advocates fear that the
citizen movement data from tracking apps
will be so attractive that governments may
be hesitant to see them go away.
There are other looming threats from
AI/ML systems to healthcare privacy, such
as pills that verify when you take them.
Abilify MyCite® dissolves in your stomach and sends a signal to a skin patch,
which then reports that you took your
medicine. To whom? Well, perhaps the
insurance company that paid for your pills
wants to make sure that you’re not flushing them down the toilet or selling them
on the street.
CYBERSECURITY: ALL YOU
REALLY NEED TO KNOW

I taught Canada’s first computer security
course on October 14, 1977.31 In many
decades of watching this field mature,
I have concluded that cybersecurity
problems stem largely from a failure of
imagination on the part of technology
designers, and very excellent imagination on the part of hackers.
Systems have gone “haywire” because
a program expected a nine-digit number and some joker typed in 200 digits,
causing a “buffer overflow.” Y2K, largely
a nonevent, brought the lack of programmer foresight into the public eye. And,
of course, the designers of Zoom never
expected people would share meeting
links on Twitter, virtually inviting Zoombombers to crash the party.
One of the highlights of hacker conferences like DEFCON, Black Hat, and
Germany’s Chaos Communication
Congress is the revealing of new digital
exploits. I have seen a Black Hat hacker
make a demonstration ATM machine
spew out $20 bills!32 In 2011, a DEFCON
speaker took a photo of a “copy proof ”
Medeco key and reproduced it in plastic.33
At the 2014 Chaos meeting, a hacker called
Starbug used a photograph of the German
Defense Minister to reverse-engineer her
fingerprint.34 Another demonstrated that
those built-in smartphone cameras could
compromise passwords by reading reflections in your eyes!35 White hat hackers
play a vital role in keeping technology

companies honest by pointing out flaws
in their systems, although sometimes the
companies are slow to fix the bugs that
hackers find.36
The clear implication for heathcare
technology is that we should try to be
smarter than the hackers, and also learn
from them as quickly as possible. Fortunately, most of the ones I have met are
driven by curiosity and are eager to help.
This follows the famous “hacker ethic,”
which states, “it’s not doing what you’re
not supposed to do—it’s doing what you’re
not supposed to be able to do.”
There certainly are “black hat” hackers
who try to exploit stolen data and monetize zero-day vulnerabilities, and that’s
what law enforcement should be for. In
my experience, most hackers would rather
have a round of applause from their peers
at DEFCON than the $1,000 they might
get from selling your medical records.
ETHICAL MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Medical ethics is generally acknowledged to have four key principles:

• Beneficence (trying to help the
patient).
• Nonmaleficence (not hurting
someone; e.g., stealing a kidney to
save another patient).
• Autonomy (respecting the person
and obtaining informed consent).
• Justice (providing a fair distribution of medical care).
TM would seem to be quite positive
in each of these dimensions. After all, its
very purpose is to help the patient, and
medical professionals are expected to do
this in a fair and respectful way. However,
inequities can arise. Perhaps some of those
earlier-discussed Northern Canadians
seen on video could actually benefit from
a personal trip to a major medical center.37
Is it unjust to make them use technology
instead of receiving in-person healthcare?
Certainly if the video session is hacked, a
person’s privacy could be harmed. In Canada, a victim may even have a cause of
action based on the increasingly popular
tort of intrusion upon seclusion.38
The use of healthcare AI and ML
raises many complicated ethical issues, as
explained by the American Association
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for Clinical Chemistry (AACC) in a recent
publication.39 They note that the risk to
beneficence comes from ancillary use of
data collected. Why are tech giants like
Google and Apple so interested in getting into this field? A large part of their
enthusiasm may relate to what Shoshana
Zuboff calls “surveillance capitalism”40
as they envision more ways to make a
healthy profit.
Nonmaleficence could be violated if
health data sets are used to actually harm
individuals, including by combining them
with other identifying data sources.
For autonomy, patients may be asked
to trust an AI algorithm that they (or even
the creators) cannot fully understand.
So the concept of “informed consent”
becomes problematic. The AACC recommends banning “black box” algorithms
whose results cannot be understood and
checked by humans. However, as AI progresses, it may be hard to find a human
who is smart enough to understand all the
nuances of the system.
Finally, the ethical principle of justice
can be violated if technologies like AIenabled medical care are only available
to the rich—like those $5,000 “executive
physical” perks given to some CEOs.41
Reasonable pricing models for this technology should be developed. The AACC
states that “[o]ne way to mitigate this
risk might be for health systems and
patient interest groups to insist on reasonable pricing and distribution clauses
in exchange for sharing the patient data
needed to develop AI systems.”42 Other
experts suggest that the concept of health
data ownership should be completely
abandoned and replaced with “an obligation to ensure that the data are used
for the benefit of future patients and
society.”43

The magic word here is “iterative.” No
computer system of any complexity has
ever worked perfectly. Even if the initial
results looked right, something like a leap
year or typing 300 digits into a nine-digit
field can trip it up.45 This is the reason
Microsoft has a “patch Tuesday” to fix
software glitches (and sometimes introduce new bugs in the process).
Legislators and lawyers will need to
play a vital role in this evolution, as privacy and other technology-relevant laws
evolve and are tested in court.
There’s also a social side—we want to
make sure our technology doesn’t creep
us out!
A decade ago, I wrote about Toto’s
“smart toilet” that “weighs you when
you sit down, checks your body temperature and does on-the-spot urinalysis.”46
Today’s possibilities—from tattling pills
to smartphones that track your location—make that scenario seem almost
benign.
A trifecta is picking the first, second,
and third place finishers in a horse race.
It’s hard—but it can result in a huge payoff
to the bettor. We’re facing the same kind of
challenge as we work to bring healthcare
safely into its next evolution. That’s what
makes it so exciting!

DESIGN THINKING
TO THE RESCUE

technology-related civil and criminal cases.
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While the problems set out here seem
daunting, we do have a powerful tool
to achieve our goals—design thinking.
It’s defined in one source as “an iterative
process in which we seek to understand the user, challenge assumptions,
and redefine problems in an attempt
to identify alternative strategies and
solutions.”44
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